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In the sections below, we'll modify basic attributes and get a feel for the workflow.

How to embed into HTML?

You have to create a container div: <div id="container"></div>

And add a style to set the viewer full page:
<style>
html, body { height: 100%; margin: 0; padding: 0; overflow: hidden; }
div#container { height: 100%; }
</style>



You have to load the ForgeJS framework and its dependenciesby adding:
<script src="https://releases.forgejs.org/latest/samples/lib/three.js/three.r83.custom.min.js"></script>
<script src="https://releases.forgejs.org/latest/samples/lib/hammer.js/hammer.min.js"></script>
<script src="https://releases.forgejs.org/latest/samples/lib/forge/forge.min.js"></script>

Note: required dependencies of ForgeJS are a custom build of Three.jsand Hammer.js.

And add a script tag to create the FORGE.Viewer:
<script>
var viewer = new FORGE.Viewer("container");
</script>

Congratulations! You’ve created your first ForgeJS viewer.



ForgeJS is a declarative framework and is built to use configuration file whichdescribes a story.

The configuration file is a JSON formatted file or object, and it can handle many information about 
the project.

First of all you have to create a configuration which will be used to describe the story and the 
scene to add.

• The configuration has a story object,

• That contains an array called scenes with scene objects inside.



The JSON configuration:
{

"story":
{

"scenes":
[

{
"uid": "scene-intro"

}
]

}
}

The scene object owns:
• uid - the unique identifier of the scene

• name - the name of the scene

• media - the media object that willbe displayed as scenebackground



The media object owns:
• uid - the unique identifier of the media

• type - the type of the media used by the scene. It can be: image, video or grid

• source - the source object that describesthe file to loadby the scene media

• options- the optionaloptions of the media

The source object owns:
• format - the format of the file. It can be: equi, cubeor flat

• url - the url of the file to load



Loading the configuration
To load the project configuration, you have to give the url of the JSON configuration file or the 
configuration object to the FORGE.Viewer constructor as second argument.
var viewer = new FORGE.Viewer("container", “./path/to/configuration.json");

or

var configuration = { };
var viewer = new FORGE.Viewer("container", configuration);

Now try to create a scene with an equirectangular image as background.

Here is the image url : https://cdn.forgejs.org/samples/common/panos/01-forest.jpg



A scene can also serve a 360° video as media.

In this case the media type must be changed to video.

And the source object can use a single url property but also an array called levels of level objects
that use a url property.

An options object can also be added into the media object to set some properties as autoPlay
(true/false), loop (true/false), volume (0 to 1)… 

Now try to create a scene with an equirectangular video as background with autoPlay.

Here is the video URL in various qualities : 
https://cdn.forgejs.org/samples/common/videos/omni-highlights/source.02-720p_HD.mp4
https://cdn.forgejs.org/samples/common/videos/omni-highlights/source.03-1080p_HD.mp4



ForgeJS can display different kinds of image and video media sources.

For images and videos, you can have:

• an equirectangular media with equi as format

• a cubemap media with cube as format, the tiles (R, L, U, D, F, B) order from top left to bottom
right and the tile size in pixels for each square tile

• A flat media with flat as format

MPEG-DASH video can alsobe added into a story with the use of the streaming property with the 
dash value into the source object.
In this case, the Dash.js library must be linked when embedding the viewer into HTML.
https://cdnjs.com/libraries/dashjs



At the center of each scene a camera represents the user point of view.

At the root of the JSON configuration you can define a global camera object that will set the 
camera options for every scenes of the story.
{

"camera":
{

"parallax": 0,
"yaw": { "default" : 0, "min": -180, "max": 180 },
"pitch": { "default" : 0, "min": -90, "max": 90 },
"roll": { "default" : 0, "min": 0, "max": 0 },
"fov": { "default" : 90, "min": 40, "max": 140 },
"gaze": { "delay" : 2000 }

}
}

min and max values are used to limit the camera movement.

Now try to update the camera yaw value to 45° and adding min and max values to pitch to reduce
the vertical field of view to the horizon only.



To build more a complex and immersive experienceyou’ll need to place content all around the 
scene to have clickable zones to navigate throughscenesor to display information.

This is what are calledhotspots. These are 3D objects placed in your scene.

To create a hotspot you need to declare it on the JSON configuration of the story. The scene
objects can have a hotspots property which is an array of hotspot objects.
{

"uid": "scene-0"
"hotspots":
[

{
"uid": "hotspot-0",
"material": { "image": "images/hotspot-0.jpg" }

}
]

}

material is the object containing information about what to display on the 3D object.



The transform object of a hotspot is present to specify the position, the rotation and the scale of 
the 3D object.

Position defines where objects are in 3D space (x, y, z or theta, phi, radius) in world units.
You can change the position of the objects via the position object.
{

"uid": "hotspot-0",
…
"transform":
{

"position":
{

"radius": 200, "theta": 0, "phi": 0
}

}
}

Spherical : radius between 0 and 10000, theta between -180° and 180° and phibetween -90° and 90°
Cartesian : z, x, y between -10000 and 10000



Rotation defines orientation of objects in 3D space (x, y, z axes) in degrees.
You can change the rotation of the objects via the rotationobject property of the transform object.
{

"uid": "hotspot-0",
…
"transform":
{

"rotation":
{

"x": 0, "y": 0, "z": 0
}

}
}

z, x, y are set in degrees and modify the local object rotation.



scale x y z

{
"uid": "hotspot-0",
…
"transform":
{

"scale":
{

"x": 1, "y": 1, "z": 1
}

}
}



https://codepen.io/forgejs/pen/yboyKx

position's theta value

position's phi value

a radius or z position 

the x axis 

scale x and y 

Note: on this sample you can see the camera parallax setting in action with near and distant 
objects.



hotspot facingCenter.

When set to true, the facingCenter property let your hotspot face the camera without any rotation 
parameter added.

You can still apply a rotation, but the coordinate system will be the facing rotation in this case.

{
"uid": "hotspot-0",
…
"facingCenter": true
…

}



plane .

There is also other geometries available as box, cylinder, sphere or shape which is a closed array 
of points (x, y).

You can set a geometry into each hotspot object :
"geometry":
{

"type": "plane",
"options":
{

"width": 200,
"height": 200

}
}

options is a property object specific to each geometry.



material
.

The material can be a texture ( image, video, sprite or plugin ) or a color.

Here are two samples of material declaration:

"material":
{

"image": "./hotspot-0-texture.png",
"opacity": 1,
"transparent": true,
"update": false

}

"material":
{

“sprite": {
"url": "./hotspot-sprite-texture.png",
"frames": "./sprite-frames.json",
"animation": "anim-0",
"animations":
[{

"name": "anim-0",
"frameRate": 2

}]
}}



https://codepen.io/forgejs/pen/jyPOoR

geometry to box for 

• Apply a rotation to the box on x and y axis with 20 as values

Here is the sprite url and sprite animation url:
https://cdn.forgejs.org/samples/common/sprites/numbers.png
https://cdn.forgejs.org/samples/common/sprites/numbers.json



After declaring an action, you can bind it to an event by its unique identifier (uid).

Actions are declared globally at the root of the configuration into an array of action objects called 
actions. A single action can be bound to many events into the configuration.

{
...
"actions":
[

{
"uid": "action-next-scene",
"target": "viewer.story",
"method": { "name": "nextScene" }

}
]

}



It can be identified either with:

• A known uid string of an object of the JSON configuration

• An accessor (pointed syntax) to describe the target from the viewer object (ex: viewer.camera)

• A couple of uid and accessor to target a specific member of an object with uid value

• By default, the JavaScript window object

"target": "hotspot-0"

"target": "viewer.camera"

"target":
{

"identifier": "hotspot-0",
"accessor": "animation"

}



The method object is designed to set the method name and the method arguments array called 
args.

{
"uid": "action-camera-lookat",
"target": "viewer.camera",
"method":
{

"name": "lookAt",
"args": [40, 20]

}
}



The property object is designed to set the property name, the property value and if needed a kind 
of operation to apply to the value.

{
"uid": "action-camera-yaw",
"target": "viewer.camera",
"property":
{

"name": "yaw",
"value": 40,
"operation": "set"

}
}

operation property can be set to: set (as default), add, substract, multiply, divideor toggle (for 
boolean type only)



hotspot events

onClick onOver onOut

{
"uid": "hotspot-0",
…
"events":
{

"onClick": [ "action-click-1", "action-click-2" ],
"onOver": "action-over",
"onOut": "action-out“

}
}



https://codepen.io/forgejs/pen/jyPOoR



hotspot states

At this time only the over and out state is taken in account, but you can also create your own 
customized states which could be called from code actions.

A state can modify some of the hotspot properties which are material, transform, animation and 
sound.
"states":
{

"over":
{

"material":
{

"opacity": 0.5
}

}
}



:

• default which defines the default state name to use. The keyword default in this case is used to 
load the hotspot configuration.

• auto (true/false) which is activated by default and is used to automatically use the over/out 
state. 

"states":
{

"options":
{

"default": "one",
"auto": false

},
"one": { … },
"two": { … }

}



• Material: https://codepen.io/forgejs/pen/MmvYzL

• Animation: https://codepen.io/forgejs/pen/rmXzgE

• Sound: https://codepen.io/forgejs/pen/NjQabO



sound

"sound":
{

"uid" : "sound-0",
"source":
{

"url" : "./path/to/sound-0.mp3"
},
"options":
{

"volume" : { "min": 0.2, "max": 0.8 },
"loop" : true,
"autoPlay": true,
"startTime" : 0,
"range" : 120

}
}



Projections can be managed by the view property which can be set for the root configuration 
object but also for each scene object.

There are 3 projections available at this time: 

• rectilinear – to manage 360 content and also the VR display

• gopro – which 

• flat – to use flat media into the player engine

"view":
{

"type": "gopro"
}



It is better to use a scene media with a flat source.

Then you need to set the fov value of the camera to a value between 0 and 180 where 180 
represent the whole vertical viewer height.

https://codepen.io/forgejs/pen/QdwqLG

• Set the media source as flat

• Add a view type with flat value

• Add a camera property with default, min and max fov values set to 180



For any feature needed that is not included in the core you will have to find or develop a plugin 
that will extend the core features to match your needs. For instance, make user interface 
components, analytics module, …

ForgeJS team has already developed some plugins you can download here: 
https://github.com/gopro/forgejs-plugins

Try these samples to see plugins in actions:

• Video controls: http://forgejs.org/samples/video-controls

• Thumbnails bar: http://forgejs.org/samples/thumbnail-bar

• Multiple locales: http://forgejs.org/samples/multiple-locales



You’ve graduated from the ForgeJS Workshop.




